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Abstract
Call admission control (CAC) in multimedia wireless communications is to guarantee quality of service (QoS) to mobile users and to
achieve a high resource utilization ef®ciency. It is a challenging issue due to user mobility, limited radio spectrum, heterogeneous nature of
multimedia traf®c. This paper proposes a CAC policy for a wireless system supporting both constant-rate voice calls and available-rate data
calls. The parameters of the proposed policy is determined in a systematic way by using an optimization approach. Soft QoS (relaxed target
QoS) is introduced to make a compromise between the QoS levels of the voice and data calls, respectively, in a heavy traf®c load situation.
Numerical results show that the proposed CAC policy can guarantee the QoS of all the users under most traf®c conditions considered.
q 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The future personal communication system (PCS) will
provide multimedia communication services that can be
enjoyed by users anytime and anywhere [1]. It is expected
that the PCS will guarantee a certain level of quality of
service (QoS) to mobile users. In the system, call admission
control (CAC) will be the ®rst control function imposed on a
user for QoS provisioning. When a user requests a new
connection, what the CAC does is to calculate the amount
of resources required by (i) the users already in the system,
and (ii) the pending user. If the sum of the two is not larger
than the total capacity, then the user's request will be
acknowledged; otherwise, the request will be rejected.
This is equivalent to ®rst reserving resources for the
admitted users and then checking if the remaining resources
are suf®cient to support the new connection. How to make
the two calculations depends on the particular system under
consideration. CAC is important because its result is irreversible. A CAC mechanism is usually de®ned as the
detailed work involved in the CAC function. This includes
the decision process, signalling, routing table establishment,
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A call admission control policy is synonymous to a call admission
control algorithm.

etc. The decision process of CAC can often be formulated in
a high level representation called the CAC policy. 1 Whenever a user requests a new connection, the CAC policy takes
the call request as input, and based on the current traf®c
conditions of the system, decides whether or not to accept
the user, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Because of the limited radio spectrum, user mobility, and
dynamic traf®c of multimedia services, CAC in the PCS
poses signi®cant challenges. Using cellular structure for
frequency reuse, there are two major types of calls that
can arrive at any particular cell: new calls originated from
within and handoff calls coming from adjacent cells. From
the users' point of view, it is better to be blocked in the
beginning rather than dropped in the middle of a connection.
As a result, handoff calls should be given a higher priority
than new calls. To do so, the usual approach is to reserve
some capacity exclusively for them, e.g. by using the
limited fractional guard channel policy (LFGCP) [2]. On
the other hand, resource utilization is another important
factor that needs to be considered, in addition to QoS provisioning. A highly utilized system that can provide a satisfactory level of QoS to the users is a desired solution.
However, high resource utilization and QoS provisioning
are always con¯icting goals. As in the case of CAC,
resources are set aside for active handoff users so that
their QoS can be maintained, but unused resources result
in low utilization. In order to have a balance in the two
con¯icting goals, the amount of reserved resources should
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Fig. 1. The CAC decision process.

be calculated carefully. Due to the dynamic nature of multimedia traf®c and the characteristics of a wireless mobile
environment, the traf®c load in a base station can change
dramatically from time to time. As a result, simultaneously
providing consistent QoS satisfaction to all the mobile users
with heterogeneous requirements is not realistic. Certain
compromise in QoS provisioning among different traf®c
classes has to be made. Adaptive CAC with soft QoS (i.e.
relaxed target QoS) is one approach to make such a compromise. Normally, QoS requirement is speci®ed by a value for
each of the QoS parameters and is referred to as hard QoS
requirement. On the other hand, when the QoS requirement
is speci®ed by a range (instead of a single value) for each of
the QoS parameters, guaranteeing the QoS requirement is
referred to as soft QoS provisioning. When the most stringent QoS requirement in soft QoS is the target service quality in the hard QoS, the soft QoS is actually relaxed hard
QoS. It should be noted that provisioning soft QoS (or
relaxed hard QoS) is different from setting hard QoS at a
lower level (e.g. the least stringent requirement in the soft
QoS). In provisioning hard QoS, there is no adaptive
mechanism in resource allocation; e.g. when traf®c load is
low, available resources are not utilized for better QoS and
are wasted. Even though it is quite obvious that relaxing
QoS constraints can improve system resource utilization,
in-depth investigation is necessary to evaluate the tradeoff
between service quality and resource utilization.
This paper proposes a CAC policy for a wireless system
supporting both constant-rate voice and available-rate data
traf®c based on the LFGCP. This work is based on the
previous research reported in Ref. [2], where only
constant-rate traf®c was considered. Although the same
mixed traf®c types have been considered in Ref. [3], the
mobility model considered is more general. Studies related
to admission control for integrated voice and data services
in a code division multiple access (CDMA) system have
been carried out in Refs. [4±8]. The results of Refs. [4±7]
are speci®c to the system model and can be applied to
CDMA systems only. In Ref. [8], a general queuing
model is proposed to describe the ¯ow of voice and data
traf®c in the system. However, both the voice and data
services considered are constant-rate services. On the
other hand, a concept similar to soft QoS was introduced
in Ref. [9], where an `adaptive reserved service' framework
was proposed to support mobile connections. However, no
in-depth investigation on CAC is presented. The contribu-
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tion of this paper lies in the development of the CAC policy
for the integrated voice and data services, which share the
total resources without partitioning, where handoff calls are
given with a high priority than new calls. The objective of
the service provider is formulated in a mathematical manner
and an optimization approach is then used to obtain the
CAC policy parameters that optimize such objective. In
this way, the search for the CAC policy can be performed
systematically rather than arbitrarily. The proposed policy is
optimal in the sense that, given a traf®c load, the QoS
requirements from both constant- and available-rate users
are guaranteed with the minimum system resources. In addition, soft QoS levels are speci®ed in the objective so that
none of the QoS of the competing traf®c types is discriminated against inde®nitely. The CAC policy incorporates the
concept of soft QoS in order to make a good compromise in
resource allocation between the two traf®c types. If mobile
users can tolerate a certain degree of ¯uctuations in the
service quality, then the system can exploit the QoS ¯exibility to improve resource utilization by adaptive resource
allocation based on the instantaneous traf®c load, wireless
link quality, and user application characteristics. Consequently, the results of this paper are expected to provide
some insights into how the optimal CAC policy can be
found systematically in the multimedia wireless environment of the PCS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the system model under consideration. Section 3
presents the proposed CAC policy for both constant- and
available-rate traf®c. Section 4 discusses how to determine
the parameters of the proposed CAC policy. Numerical
results are given in Section 5 to demonstrate the performance of the proposed CAC policy with target and soft
QoS, respectively. Finally, Section 6 concludes this
research.
2. The system model
A wireless system with hexagonal radio cells and ®xed
channel allocations is considered. Although there are many
types of multimedia traf®c in the PCS, we consider only two
of the most important ones, voice and data. Voice traf®c
carries real-time information and can be classi®ed as
constant-rate traf®c; data traf®c carries non-real-time information and can be classi®ed as available-rate traf®c. The
traf®c load is uniform throughout the coverage area. Both
the system and the traf®c are assumed to have attained
stationary states. All new and handoff call arrivals to a
cell are Poisson, and all call connection periods and cell
residence times are exponentially distributed and are independent of each other. The handoff rates of the same traf®c
type at a cell from the neighboring cells can be lumped into
one single parameter. After admitted to a cell, a handoff call
is treated in the same way as a new call of the same traf®c
type, i.e. the service rates for both handoff and new calls of
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Fig. 2. The system traf®c model under CAC.

the same traf®c type are the same. In such a system, the
focus can be placed on a single test cell described by the
new and handoff call arrival rates, service rates and the total
cell capacity. The service time in the test cell is the minimum of call duration and the cell residence time. Therefore,
the service rate is the sum of the call service rate and the
handoff rate of the admitted users. The following assumptions are made: (i) arrivals and services of constant-rate
traf®c are independent to those of available-rate traf®c; (ii)
the effects of channel fading are completely mitigated by the
physical and link layers, and the problem of capacity ¯uctuation in a wireless environment is eliminated; and (iii) the
amount of resources occupied by control signals is negligible. Fig. 2 shows the traf®c modeling of the system under
CAC, where l C, hC, and m C denote the new call arrival rate,
handoff call arrival rate and service rate for constant-rate
traf®c, respectively, the same notations with subscript A are
used to represent the corresponding quantities for availablerate traf®c. The QoS parameters of interest are new call
blocking probability and handoff call dropping probability
for both constant- and available-rate calls.
Since there are two types of traf®c competing for the
resources in the network, a resource allocation scheme is
needed to specify the priority between the different traf®c
types. Here, the restricted access (RA) scheme [3] is used.
This scheme is preferred over others because low priority
traf®c will never be deprived of resources inde®nitely. The
RA scheme is depicted in Fig. 3, where C is the total capacity (radio resources) of the test cell. Here, the transmission
capacity is assumed to be discretized into small but equal
portions. Each portion is called a capacity unit (CU). The
real-time constant-rate traf®c has preemptive priority over
the non-real-time available-rate traf®c, and can occupy up to
CC CUs out of the total capacity. The bandwidth requirement of each admitted constant-rate call in CU is denoted by
g C. The leftover resources in the test cell are equally shared
among all the admitted available-rate users. The amount of

Fig. 3. The resource allocation scheme.

resources received by each available-rate user in CU,
denoted by g A, is therefore time-varying, depending on
the numbers of the admitted constant- and available-rate
users, respectively, at the instant. When the system has a
high traf®c load, this amount may drop to such a low level
that any available-rate connection will suffer dramatic
performance degradation. This phenomenon is called overload event. Let g crA denote the critical amount of capacity
below which severe performance degradation occurs to the
admitted available-rate users. The overload probability for
available-rate users, PoA, which is de®ned as the probability
that g A is less than g crA, is a QoS measure that should be
considered for the available-rate calls, in addition to the call
blocking and dropping probabilities.
3. The proposed CAC policy
The proposed CAC policy consists of two LFGCPs, one
for the constant-rate calls and the other for the available-rate
calls. The LFGCP is chosen because (i) the policy is simple
to implement, and (ii) given certain QoS requirements, the
CAC policy parameters can be determined in a systematic
way. The proposed policy can be denoted by
{gbTCC;MC ; gbTAA;MA }; where TC , MC, TA , MA, MC (MA) is the
maximum number of total constant-rate (available-rate)
users allowed in the cell, TC (TA) is the number of admitted
constant-rate (available-rate) users over which no new
constant-rate (available-rate) calls are accepted, b C (b A) is
a constant denoting the probability of accepting a new
constant-rate (available-rate) call when the number of
constant-rate (available-rate) users admitted in the cell is
TC (TA). Let i ( j) denote the current number of admitted
constant-rate (available-rate) users. The policy can be
summarized as follows: (i) a new constant-rate (availablerate) call is always accepted if i , TC ( j , TA), is accepted
with probability b C (b A) if i  TC j  TA ; and is always
rejected if i . TC ( j . TA), and (ii) a handoff constant-rate
(available-rate) call is always accepted if i , MC ( j , MA).
The two LFGCPs are related to each other as the constantand available-rate users share the total capacity C. The
correlation of the policies is captured in the calculation of
the overload probability for the admitted available-rate
users and in the process of determining the policy parameter
set {MC ; TC ; bC ; MA ; TA ; bA }.
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Fig. 4. The state diagram for a system with LFGCP.

Given the parameter set of the CAC policy, the traf®c
model for the numbers of constant- and available-rate
users, respectively, in the cell can be decoupled, each
being represented by a Markov chain, as shown in Fig. 4,
where the subscript C or A is omitted. Let BnC (BnA) and BhC
(BhA) denote the new call blocking probability and handoff
call dropping probability, respectively, for the constant-rate
(available-rate) users. From the Markov chain shown in Fig.
4, it can be derived that the steady-state probabilities of the
constant-rate calls are
8 i
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Eqs. (1)±(3) can be used to calculate the steady-state probabilities and blocking performance of available-rate calls by
simply replacing i with j and the subscript C with A.
The other QoS of interest is the overload probability PoA
for available-rate calls. By following the approach similar to
that used in Ref. [3], the overload probability can be derived
as
X
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4. Search for the CAC policy parameters
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The new call blocking probability and handoff call dropping
probability for constant-rate calls in the cell can then be
derived as
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where rC  lC 1 hC =mC ; aC  hC = lC 1 hC ; and pC 0 is
a normalization constant given by
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where

The parameter set {MC ; TC ; bC ; MA ; TA ; bA } will be
determined based on not only the optimization approach
but also the speci®cation of soft QoS levels. Let QnC (QnA)
and QhC (QhA) denote the required upper bounds of the new
call blocking probability for the constant-rate (availablerate) users, handoff call dropping probability for the
constant-rate (available-rate) users, respectively; let QoA
denote the required maximum overload probability of available-rate calls. The optimization problem can be formulated
as follows:
Given: the new call arrival rates {lC ; lA }, handoff arrival
rates {hC ; hA }; service rates {mC ; mA }; QoS requirements
{QnC ; QnA ; QhC ; QhA };
Objective: ®nd the minimum MC and MA such that
BnC # QnC ;

BhC # QhC ;

BnA # QnA ;

BhA # QhA :
Minimizing the values of MC and MA under the QoS
constraints helps to bring down the service cost since the
cost of building a base station is proportional to the numbers
of the constant- and available-rate users that it can support.
In addition, a certain level of overload probability for
admitted available-rate users should be guaranteed. For a
given total capacity C, because the available-rate calls are
of low priority in the system, the suggested upper bound for
the overload probability cannot be guaranteed if the
constant-rate traf®c load is high. In this case, it may be
necessary to make a compromise in service quality between
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Table 1
Experimental parameters used in Example 1

mC
10

mA
10

lC
[20,400]

hC
[20,400]

lA
130

hA
70

CC
5

C
250

the constant- and available-rate traf®c. One possible
approach is to introduce soft QoS to constant-rate traf®c.
By specifying a soft QoS level as well as a target one for
the new and handoff calls of the constant-rate traf®c, a
certain overload probability can also be guaranteed to any
available-rate call for most of the time. Especially, let
QSnC  hn ´QTnC ;

5

QShC  hh ´QThC ;

6

where h n . 1 and h h . 1, and the superscript S or T is used
to indicate whether the QoS requirement is the soft or the
target one for the constant-rate calls. With both the optimization approach and soft QoS for the constant-rate calls, the
parameters of the CAC policy can be determined using
Algorithm CAR given in the following, where MinM(´)
represents a call to Algorithm Min M:
Algorithm CAR
1.
2.
3.
4.

MCT ; TCT ; bTC   MinM QTnC ;QThC ;
MCS ; TCS ; bSC   MinM QSnC ;QShC ;
MA ; TA ; bA   MinM QnA ; QhA ;
if MCS ´gC . C
return (`Error: The QoS requirements can
never be ful®lled with current resources.')
else
bT
if QoA , PoA gT CT ; MCT ; gbTAA ; MA 
C
{return MCS ; TCS ; bSC ; MA ; TA ; bA }
T
else {return MC ; TCT ; bTC ; MA ; TA ; bA };

hn
1.25

hh
1.25

gA
1

T
QnC

10

23

T
QhC

10

24

QnA

QhA

QoA

0.2

0.02

0.01

The algorithm is to ®nd a set of suitable parameters of
each LFGCP which can satisfy the speci®ed new call blocking probability and handoff call dropping probability
requirements with the minimum MC or MA value. The function PoA gbTCC;MC ; gbTAA;MA  returns the overload probability when
gbTCC;MC and gbTAA;MA are chosen as the CAC policy for constantand available-rate calls, respectively. Finally, Algorithm
CAR returns a hextuple (MC,TC,b C,MA,TA,b A), which
completely speci®es the CAC policy. The use of the soft
QoS is signi®ed in step 4, which indicates that if the overload probability bound is violated by the achievement of the
target QoS requirements for the constant-rate calls, soft QoS
requirements will be adhered to.
Algorithm Min M [2], e.g. for constant-rate calls, can
be represented as
Algorithm Min M
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

MC  1;
while BnC (MC,MC,0) . QnC {MC  MC 1 1};
if MC . MC,MAX {return(`Error')};
if BhC (MC,MC,0) # QhC {return(MC,MC,0)};
U  MC; L  0; x  (U 1 L)/2;
while BnC (MC,Int(x),Frac(x)) . QnC XOR
BhC (MC,Int(x),Frac(x)) . QhC
{if BnC (MC,Int(x),Frac(x)) . QnC
{L  x; x  (U 1 L)/2}
else if BhC (MC,Int(x),Frac(x)) . QhC
{U  x; x  (U 1 L)/2}};
7. if BnC (MC,Int(x),Frac(x)) # QnC AND
BhC (MC,Int(x),Frac(x)) # QhC
{return(MC,Int(x),Frac(x))}
8. else {MC  MC 1 1; goto step 3};

where BnC (MC,TC,b C) (BhC(´)) is the function that calculates
the new call blocking probability (handoff call dropping
probability) of LFGCP gbTCC;MC ; and the functions Int(x) and
Frac(x) return, respectively, the integer part and the fractional part of the number x. Note that step 3 of the algorithm
returns an error, when no practical value of MC can be found
to ful®ll the QoS requirements speci®ed by QnC and QhC.
The value of MC,MAX in step 3 is the physical limit of the
number of calls that any radio cell can support.
5. Numerical examples

Fig. 5. New call blocking probability for constant-rate calls with target
QoS.

The performance of the proposed CAC policy with
Algorithm CAR will be demonstrated by the following
two examples under various traf®c conditions.
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Fig. 6. New call blocking probability for constant-rate calls with soft QoS.

Example 1. In this example, the parameters of the available-rate traf®c load (l A and hA) are ®xed, while the parameters of the constant-rate traf®c load (l C and hC) are
allowed to vary. Table 1 gives the system parameters
used. Numerical analysis indicates that BnA is ®xed at
0.18216 and BhA at 0.01104. The probabilities are constant
because l A and hA are constant. Note that both blocking
probabilities meet the QoS requirements. This is for
gbTAA;MA with MA  23, TA  20 and b A  0.8438. As the
values of l C and hC change, the LFGCP parameters for
the constant-rate calls also change. Other system QoS parameters under the control of the proposed CAC policy are
plotted in Figs. 5±9. It can be observed that:
(i) For the constant-rate calls, the new call blocking probT
ability is below the speci®ed target upper bound QnC
when the traf®c load is low. However, as the traf®c load

Fig. 7. Handoff call dropping probability for constant-rate calls with target
QoS.
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Fig. 8. Handoff call dropping probability for constant-rate calls with soft
QoS.

(hC and l C) increases, the target upper bound for the new
call blocking probability no longer holds. On the other
hand, with the introduction of the soft QoS, the CAC
T
policy can guarantee the target upper bound, QnC
, in a
low traf®c load condition and the soft upper bound,
S
QnC
, in a heavy traf®c load condition. Note that without
introducing the soft QoS to the CAC policy, the soft
S
upper bound, QnC
, cannot be guaranteed automatically.
(ii) Similar to the new call blocking probability, for the
T
constant-rate calls, the target upper bound, QhC
, for handoff call dropping probability is guaranteed in a low traf®c
load condition and is violated when traf®c gets heavier,
S
although the soft QoS (QhC
) is always precisely
maintained.
(iii) For the available-rate calls, the overload probability
changes with hC and l A, even though l A and hA are ®xed.

Fig. 9. The overload probability for available-rate calls and the required
upper bound.
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Table 2
Experimental parameters used in Example 2

mC
10

mA
10

lC
200

hC
100

lA
[20,300]

hA
[20,300]

CC
5

C
250

When the traf®c load is low (small l C and hC values), PoA
can stay below the QoS bound (QoA) most of the time.
However, as l C and/or hC increases, the QoS requirement
for the data calls cannot be met. Other numerical results
show that the overload probability is indeed reduced by
introducing the soft QoS to the constant-rate calls in the
heavy traf®c load condition. Given C and CC, as the traf®c
load increases, the available-rate calls de®nitely will
experience degraded QoS (e.g. the increased overload
probability) because the available-rate calls have a
lower priority than the constant-rate calls.
Example 2. In this example, the traf®c load parameters l C
and hC are ®xed while l A and hA are allowed to vary. The
system parameters are given in Table 2. The system QoS
parameters under the control of the proposed CAC policy
are plotted in Figs. 10±14. The following observations can
be made:
(i) Because l C and hC are constant, there are only two
possible values for the new call blocking probability of
the constant-rate calls, BnC, one to satisfy the target QoS
T
S
(QnC
) and the other, the soft QoS (QnC
). The target upper
T
bound for the blocking probability (log10 QnC
 23) is
satis®ed when the traf®c load is low. As the traf®c load
increases, the upper bound cannot be guaranteed any
more and the CAC policy tries to satisfy the soft upper
bound. The introduction of soft QoS works well as the
S
soft upper bound (log10 QnC
< 22.8) is guaranteed in the
heavy traf®c load situation. Similarly, the handoff call

Fig. 10. New call blocking probability for constant-rate calls.

hn

hh

1.6

1.6

gA
1

T
QnC

10

23

T
QhC

10

24

QnA

QhA

QoA

0.2

0.02

0.01

dropping probability for the constant-rate calls has two
possible values. The target upper bound for the handoff
T
 24) is guaranteed
call dropping probability (log10 QhC
in the light traf®c condition and the soft upper bound
S
(log10 QhC
< 23.8) is ensured in the heavy traf®c load
condition.
(ii) For the available-rate calls, the QoS requirements for
both new and handoff calls are always maintained under
the traf®c load considered.
(iii) As to the overload probability of the available-rate
calls, in the low to medium traf®c conditions, the QoS
requirement (log10 QoA  22) can be met most of time. It
is only when both the available-rate arrival rates (l A and
hA) have a large value that the QoS requirement is
violated. Under the traf®c load condition, the overload
probability would have a higher value if soft QoS were
not introduced to the constant-rate calls. As the constantrate traf®c has a higher priority than the available-rate
traf®c, given C and CC, the overload probability increases
with the traf®c load. The soft QoS to the constant-rate
calls can mitigate the QoS degradation of the availablerate calls to a certain extent. If the traf®c load further
increases, more resources (higher C and CC values) will
be required to meet the QoS requirements of both the
constant- and available-rate calls.
6. Conclusions
A CAC policy for wireless networks with constant-rate
voice and available-rate data traf®c has been proposed. The

Fig. 11. Handoff call dropping probability for constant-rate calls.
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Fig. 12. New call blocking probability for available-rate calls with required
QoS.

optimal parameters of the policy can be found using the
proposed Algorithm CAR, which incorporates soft QoS
for the constant-rate calls in order to improve the QoS of the
available-rate calls in a heavy traf®c load environment.
Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed CAC
policy can meet all the QoS requirements under most traf®c
conditions. This indicates the robustness of the proposed
CAC policy and Algorithm CAR, and demonstrates the
bene®t of their deployment in a network supporting both
voice and data traf®c.
The objectives of CAC in wireless systems are to guarantee QoS to mobile users and to achieve a high resource
utilization ef®ciency. To achieve the two objectives simultaneously is technically very challenging due to limited
radio spectrum, user mobility, and heterogeneous nature
of multimedia traf®c. Soft QoS is one approach for a

Fig. 13. Handoff call dropping probability for available-rate calls with
required QoS.
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Fig. 14. The overload probability for available-rate calls and the required
upper bound.

compromise between the two objectives. In-depth numerical analysis is necessary to demonstrate the bene®ts of soft
QoS and to ensure the balance between QoS provisioning
and resource utilization. This research presents an example
in such investigation.
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